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About This Game

Inner silence - cheerful 2D platformer puzzle game, made in retro style.
We play for the usual boy who got lost and we have to help him get home.

You will to travel through the mysterious world overcoming various dangers.
The entire game is based on the special mechanics, where you have to change your gravity, using special buttons.

Features:
Lots of interesting and challenging levels

Different types of traps
Many mysteries and secrets.
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Title: Inner silence
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Indie Games Studio
Publisher:
Indie Games Studio
Release Date: 11 Feb, 2017
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Tis game is a blast, all out carnage and very fast paced. Its not the most realistic zombie shooter for vr but for me i really enjoy
it exspecially for the $5 price tag.. It is very good already for an early access game, it has so much good content for version
alpha 0.1. If more content is added it could only get better. When they add things like food and oxygen and necessities like that,
then it would add more gameplay to the game. Right now it is just trying to not die. I have had countless times of just smashing
into a random space station while trying to turn off my engines while going full speed. I would recommend this game to anyone
who likes putting giant cyborg statue of liberty heads on your spaceship and putting flame breathing t-rex heads on the side with
fully functional old tanks shooting from the back of your ship.. Awsome HL2 mod. Vehicles for rampage.. Super fun! Great
example of what a VR RPG can be. Controls are intuitive, and puzzles are not obvious.. No70 Eye of Basir is a scary, horror?,
walking simulator with puzzle elements.

The game isnt long, i perfected it within 110mins and its possible to get all achievements in this time (only one missable
achievement and its in chapter 1).

The game has nice graphic here and there, it has some scary moments and the atmosphere, just like the music and some music
effects are decent.

The puzzles arent hard, pretty straightforward however there are some harder to find, small objects.

My personal opinion is, that its worth the 2 hours to explore this game, the question is only, that for what price? Its definetly
depends on your monetary situation, if you swimming in money then this developers probably deserve the full price, if not then
the sale price definetly worth this 2hour experience.

Full game playthrough inwhich i earned all achievements for achievementhunters:
https://youtu.be/1ypEYxjY1GI

Follow my curator if you like to see achievement related informations (completion time, difficulty to get all achievements) on
store page of the games.

https://store.steampowered.com/curator/30168383-Average-Achievement-Hunter/

The curator group dont mark any game as recommended so it shows useful information about achievements on the store page of
the games without influencing the main store page of steam with recommendations. No point not to follow!:-). Yeah this game
is dope. 2hu bootlegs, witty writing, less than a dollar. Pick it up.
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what the ♥♥♥♥. Voice over by Bruce Campbell!!! probaly the best game to come out in 2000 and is a must if you have a
joystick.. Amazing game great bullet hell. I wanted to like it, but a combinat ion of things made me regret prepurchasing it.
1.Needlessly complicated comtrols
2.WTF did you get rid of town liberation? THAT WAS MY FAVORITE PART OF THE LAST GAME
3.Not enough cutscenes
4.The unlocking of weapons is a stupid idea
5.Tried too many new things. Please add many of JC3's attributes back and I would definitely be back to play it again.. No idea
what I just played. Just use double jump and dont let the big boy touch you.
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